ELEVATION

(3) 0.145" P.D.F.'S
© EACH CLIP L
MAINTAIN 1 1/2" MIN.
FASTENER SPACING &
1/2" MIN. EDGE DIST.

TYP.
1/8" / 3"

STRUCTURAL STEEL
ANGLE (N.I.C.)

(4) #10-16 SCREWS
© EACH CLIP L

L 2"x2"x14 GA.
X 0"-4" LONG
(50 KSI STEEL)
© JAMB CONDITIONS:
PROVIDE (1) L 2"x2"
EACH SIDE OF JAMB
(2) CLIP L’S TOTAL

SECTION OF STUD
ATTACH W/
(4) #10-16 SCREWS

FULL HEIGHT STUDS
REFER TO SECTION

1/8" FULL
EACH FACE

DOUBLE STUDS TO
ALIGN DIRECTLY BELOW
EACH STEEL JOIST.
REFER TO SECTION

1/8 / 1-12

STEEL JOIST
(N.I.C.)

CONT. STEEL TRACK
TO SPAN BETWEEN
FULL HEIGHT STUDS

ATTACH STUDS TOGETHER
W/ (2) #10-16 SCREWS
© 12" O.C.

ALTERNATE DOUBLE
STUD ATTACHMENT

BUILDSTRONG
6272 CENTER STREET
MENTOR, OHIO 44060
PHONE: 440-976-5370

DETAIL IS FOR
REFERENCE ONLY
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

DETAIL PROVIDED BY:
TELLING/EXCEL
ENGINEERING

JOIST BEARING DETAIL